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MCGIRT V. OKLAHOMA AND THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF RESERVATION BOUNDARIES
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“Unlawful acts, performed long enough and with sufficient vigor, are never enough to amend the law.” So reads McGirt v. Oklahoma, the most important reservation boundary case in the history of the Supreme Court. But before McGirt, courts often rewarded unlawful acts with reservation diminishment. This Essay first places McGirt in the context of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation’s century-long fight to restore sovereign rights illegally denied after allotment, and the even longer fight by the Muscogee Nation and others to survive a trail of broken treaty promises. It then corrects the false assumptions about the past and present of reservation boundaries that led the Court to turn lawbreaking into law.

As to the past, I show that the allotment-era Congress knew that reservations did not depend on land tenure, and that its statutes distinguished between allotment acts that diminished reservations and those that did not. States, however, regularly broke the law, asserting jurisdiction in violation of federal Indian law rules. Before McGirt, the Court wrongly assumed that “[t]he notion that reservation status of Indian lands might not be coextensive with tribal ownership was unfamiliar at the turn of the century,” and so justified relying on state violations of tribal sovereignty as “evidence” of congressional intent.
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As to the present, I show that reservation status is not disruptive for non-Indian communities, and often benefits tribal and non-tribal citizens alike. In high-profile cases in Tacoma, Washington and Pender, Oklahoma, life in those communities began to improve at the same time reservation boundaries were affirmed. Throughout the country tribal governments contribute to the economies and social welfare of their surrounding communities. The Muscogee (Creek) Nation, whose sophisticated law enforcement, health care, governance, and economic development arms already partner with non-tribal governments throughout its territory, exemplifies the benefits that strengthening tribal self-governance can provide.
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INTRODUCTION

The federal government promised the Creek a reservation in perpetuity. Over time, Congress has diminished that reservation. It has sometimes restricted and other times expanded the Tribe’s authority. But Congress has never withdrawn the promised reservation. As a result, many of the arguments before us today follow a sadly familiar pattern. Yes, promises were made, but the price of keeping them has become too great, so now we should just cast a blind eye. We reject that thinking. If Congress wishes to withdraw its promises, it must say so. Unlawful acts, performed long enough and with sufficient vigor, are never enough to amend the law. To hold otherwise would
be to elevate the most brazen and longstanding injustices over the law, both
rewarding wrong and failing those in the right.\(^1\)

So reads the penultimate paragraph of McGirt v. Oklahoma, the most
important reservation boundary case in the history of the United States
Supreme Court.\(^2\) But the reality is that until McGirt, these arguments often
succeeded. From the first moment reservations were “allotted”—divided
among individual tribal citizens and opened for sale to non-Indians—states
started acting as though they had complete authority, and tribes lacked all
authority, over the land. The United States sometimes resisted, but often
acquiesced or encouraged these “unlawful acts.” And although the Supreme
Court consistently said that clear evidence of congressional intent was
necessary to change reservation boundaries, it followed interpretive rules that
accepted this official lawbreaking as evidence of what Congress intended.

Governments have rewarded vigorous law-breaking for so long for three
reasons. First, because of the centuries-old assumption that tribal rights are
less important than non-Indian interests and expectations. Second, because
they misunderstood the legal history of allotment, Indian country, and state
jurisdiction. And third, because they assumed that being within reservation
boundaries would be terrible for the non-Indians there, so the “price of
keeping [promises] has become too great.”\(^3\) As to the first reason, extensive
scholarship, by myself and others, has examined the racist disregard of Indian
interests, and Justice Gorsuch’s opinion alluded to the reality that non-Indian
expectations are not the only ones that matter.\(^4\) This Essay, therefore, focuses
on the second and third reasons, correcting the legal history of reservation
boundaries, and showing why non-Indian communities will not suffer, and
may even thrive, within reservations.

\(^1\) 140 S. Ct. 2452, 2482 (2020).

\(^2\) Scholars have already called the decision a “bombshell” and a potential “sea change” in federal
Indian law. See, e.g., Robert J. Miller & Torey Dolan, The Indian Law Bombshell: McGirt v. Oklahoma,

\(^3\) McGirt, 140 S. Ct. at 2482.

\(^4\) See, e.g., ROBERT A. WILLIAMS, LIKE A LOADED WEAPON: THE REHNQUIST COURT,
INDIAN RIGHTS, AND THE LEGAL HISTORY OF RACISM IN AMERICA (2005); Bethany R. Berger,
implicitly criticized this assumption, wryly responding to Oklahoma’s argument that existing
precedent should not apply to it “because the affected population here is large and many of its
residents will be surprised to find out they have been living in Indian country this whole time[,]”
that “we imagine some members of the 1832 Creek Tribe would be just as surprised to find them
there.” McGirt, 140 S. Ct. at 2479. For a more in-depth examination of non-Indian expectations, see
Ann E. Tweedy, Unjustifiable Expectations: Laying to Rest the Ghosts of Allotment-Era Settlers, 36
McGirt affirms that the Muscogee (Creek) Reservation still exists, more than a century since most of its land was allotted and sold, and Oklahoma began acting as though the reservation was no more. Because the statutes interpreted in McGirt also allotted the reservations of the other members of the Five Tribes (Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, and Seminole), most agree that those reservations, encompassing most of eastern Oklahoma, remain intact. The boundaries of “Indian country” are key to tribal self-governance, marking the line at which state jurisdiction over tribal citizens generally stops and tribal and federal authority begins. All land within an Indian reservation constitutes Indian country, regardless of who owns the land. In McGirt, for example, this means that the State of Oklahoma lacked jurisdiction to prosecute Creek citizen Jimcy McGirt for the crime he was convicted of in 1999. More broadly, this means that the Five Tribes will have authority to govern their citizens throughout their treaty-promised territories.

Part I places the decision in its historical and legal context. McGirt comes at the end of a long line of broken treaties and is only the latest in a century-long fight against post-allotment violations of Muscogee rights. It also corrects almost a half century of jurisprudence that suggested that, even though reservations cannot be diminished absent “clear” or “unequivocal” evidence of congressional intent, subsequent state exercises of jurisdiction, non-Indian expectations, and even demographics could substitute for statutory text or legislative history. As McGirt made clear, reliance on such factors is “at odds with the Constitution, which entrusts Congress with the authority to regulate commerce with Native Americans . . .”

Part II corrects the flawed history that contributed to this unconstitutional usurpation of congressional authority. Past jurisprudence relied on the mistaken belief that the idea of reservations encompassing lands not owned by tribal nations “was unfamiliar at the turn of the century,” so that “the surplus land Acts themselves seldom detail whether opened lands

---

5 This article alternates between the terms Muscogee, the term the people use for themselves, and the term Creek, that is often used in legal and historical materials. See Sarah Deer & Cecilia Knapp, Muscogee Constitutional Jurisprudence: Yhako Em Peal ke (The Carpet Under the Law), 49 TULSA L. REV. 125, 125 n.2 (2013) (discussing terms).

6 See, e.g., McGirt, 140 S. Ct. at 2482 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (“[T]he Court’s reasoning portends that there are four more such reservations in Oklahoma. The rediscovered reservations encompass the entire eastern half of the State—19 million acres that are home to 1.8 million people, only 10%-15% of whom are Indians.”).

7 See Alaska v. Native Vill. of Venetie Tribal Gov’t, 522 U.S. 530, 537 n.1 (1998) (“Generally speaking, primary jurisdiction over land that is Indian country rests with the Federal Government and the Indian tribe inhabiting it, and not with the States.”).


9 140 S. Ct. at 2462.
retained reservation status." But history shows that the allotment-era Congress was aware that "reservation" was a broader category than Indian country, one that conveyed jurisdiction regardless of land tenure; that allotment statutes drew clear distinctions between those that changed reservation boundaries and those that did not; and that state exercises of jurisdiction should have no role in the reservation boundary question because states frequently broke the law.

Part III shows why handwringing about non-Indians within reservation boundaries is misguided by presenting evidence that affirrmance does not disrupt, and may even improve, life for both tribal and non-tribal citizens within reservation boundaries. Because of Supreme Court decisions narrowing tribal authority and expanding state authority over non-Indians on fee lands, affirming reservations boundaries has little impact on jurisdiction over non-Indians. But it does contribute to trends that benefit Indians and non-Indians alike. Across the United States, tribal governments are partnering with federal, state, and local governments to improve services for all people in their territories. They are powerful engines of economic development, numbering among the largest employers in many areas. By clarifying tribal territorial sovereignty, affirming reservation boundaries facilitates these trends in ways that serve everyone’s interests. 

I. THE LONG TRAIL TO MCGIRT

*MCGIRT v. OKLAHOMA* opens with these words:

On the far end of the Trail of Tears was a promise. Forced to leave their ancestral lands in Georgia and Alabama, the Creek Nation received assurances that their new lands in the West would be secure forever. . . . Today we are asked whether the land these treaties promised remains an Indian reservation for purposes of federal criminal law. Because Congress has not said otherwise, we hold the government to its word.11

In one sense, *MCGRIT v. OKLAHOMA* began with the conviction of a Muscogee citizen, Jimcy McGirt, for a 1999 crime. But in another, its roots lie at the beginning of U.S. Indian policy, and its culmination was the end of a long trail of broken promises. This section outlines that history, the reservation boundary jurisprudence that interpreted it, and how the McGirt decision altered that jurisprudence.

---

11 *McGirt*, 140 S. Ct. at 2459.
A. A Trail of Broken Promises

The Muscogee people call their forced removal from their expulsion from their Eastern homelands not the Trail of Tears, but the Road of Suffering, Nene 'Stemerkev. Allotment began a new road of suffering, and McGirt v. Oklahoma was just the latest step of the long road to overcome illegal denial of their sovereignty and property that followed it. Although the history that led to McGirt is unique to the Muscogee, it parallels the history of broken promises suffered by indigenous peoples throughout the United States.

The earliest U.S. treaties with tribal peoples treated them as nations, drawing boundaries between tribal and U.S. authority, and specifying jurisdiction and allegiance between the sovereigns. A 1790 treaty between the United States and the Muscogee, for example, declared a "perpetual peace and friendship" between the nations, established a "boundary between the citizens of the United States and the Creek Nation" and "solemnly guarantee[d] to the Creek Nation, all their lands within the limits of the United States to the westward and southward of the boundary." But the United States always assumed that tribes would ultimately disappear, and was not willing to honor treaty promises when tribal nations persisted in existing.

By the 1820s, the United States began trying to force all tribes to give up their eastern homelands and settle west of the Mississippi River. The Muscogee were one of many peoples swept up in what was called the "removal policy." First, they lost their lands in Georgia through a treaty that the United States later declared "null and void" for its fraudulence. But the Muscogee resisted federal attempts to make them leave their Alabama lands, even though the state illegally asserted jurisdiction over tribal citizens, and they suffered from illegal squatters and a smallpox outbreak. To persuade the Muscogee to migrate voluntarily, an 1832 Treaty pledged U.S. assistance in removing intruders from their Alabama lands, but also promised that "[t]he Creek country west of the Mississippi shall be solemnly guarantied to the Creek Indians, nor shall any State or Territory ever have a right to pass laws for the government of such Indians . . . ." An 1833 Treaty built on these promises, "establish[ing] boundary lines which will secure a country and permanent home to the whole Creek Nation of Indians." Although most

12 Deer & Knapp, supra note 5, at 143-44.
Muscogee still refused to leave their lands, settlers “commenced flocking into the country of the Indians” and many “were driven from their habitations and homes by these lawless people, and subjected to great suffering.” When some, starving and landless, fought back, the United States used this as a justification to drive the entire nation west by force. Thousands, perhaps as many as forty percent of the relocated Creeks, died on the way or from disease soon after arriving. Like other tribal nations, the Muscogee people rebuilt in their new lands but as with other tribal nations, the United States did not honor its treaty promises for long. Tribal leaders carried the embers of their last Alabama council fire on the long journey west and rekindled the fire by an oak tree in the village they named Talasi, later corrupted to Tulsa. But almost immediately, the Muscogee were beset by the kinds of lawless white men, fraudulent merchants, and land speculators that had plagued them in the east.

In 1866, the Nation signed a new treaty ceding the western half of their territory to the United States, but pledging that the remainder would be “forever set apart as a home for said Creek Nation” and “guarantee[ing] them quiet possession of their country.” The Muscogee people prospered on their reduced reservation. In the words of Chief Pleasant Porter,

In those days they always raised enough to eat, and that was all we wanted. We had little farms, and we raised patches of corn and potatoes, and poultry and pigs, horses and cattle, and a little of everything, and the country was prosperous. In fact in my early life I don’t know that I ever knew of an Indian family that were paupers.

This prosperous time was not to last. As the Supreme Court declared in 1893, “longing eyes were turned by many upon this body of land . . . occupied only by Indians, and though the Territory was reserved by statute for the occupation of the Indians, there was great difficulty in restraining settlers from entering and occupying it,” despite numerous federal proclamations. Or, as Chief Porter declared, despite all their efforts to keep the illegal

21 Deaver & Knappe, supra note 5, at 144 n.159 (discussing different estimates of deaths from relocation).
22 See Angie Debo, The Road to Disappearance: A History of the Creek Indians 113–21 (1941) (discussing economic development and education).
25 Treaty Between the United States of America and the Creek Nation of Indians, Creek Nation-U.S., arts. I, III & IX, June 14, 1866, 14 Stat. 785.
26 Angie Debo, And Still the Waters Run: The Betrayal of the Five Civilized Tribes 14 (1940).
settlers out, “they would come back, and others would come, and we could not keep them out, so they would flow all over us.”

Despite their treaty guarantees, therefore, the Muscogee, like tribes across the nation, were swept up in the allotment policy. In the 1880s, Congress began dividing tribal lands among individual tribal citizens, allowing allotted land to be purchased, taxed, and seized after an initial period of trust status, and immediately selling the surplus to non-Indians. Most reservation land in western Oklahoma, including those of the Osage, Kiowa, Comanche, Cheyenne, and Arapaho tribes, was allotted or sold to non-Indians by the end of the century. Congress hesitated in allotting the Five Tribes’ reservations in eastern Oklahoma, because those tribes held their land in communal fee simple, which both sides believed afforded stronger protection against federal expropriation. But the United States was determined to secure non-Indian land ownership and join the Indian and Oklahoma Territories into a new state of Oklahoma.

In 1893, therefore, Congress created a commission (soon called the “Dawes Commission,” because it was headed by retired Senator Henry Dawes) to negotiate with the Five Tribes. The Commission was authorized to negotiate either “cession . . . to the United States” or “allotment . . . in severalty” of their lands. After finding “unanimity among the people against the cession of any of their lands to the United States,” the Commission early on “abandoned all idea of purchasing any of it and determined to offer them an equal division of all their lands.” When the tribes refused to consent even to allotment, Congress began to strip the tribes of sovereign authority, extending federal judicial jurisdiction and U.S. and Arkansas law over all in the Indian Territory and abolishing the tribal courts and preventing enforcement of tribal laws in U.S. courts. The tribes finally approved allotment agreements in 1901 and 1902, and allotment began in earnest. In

---

28 Debtor, supra note 26, at 13.
31 Tom Holm, Indian Lobbyists: Cherokee Opposition to the Allotment of Tribal Lands, 5 Am. Indian Q. 115, 121–22 (1979); see also Dawes Act, § 1, ch. 119, 24 Stat. 388, 391 (1887) (exempting Five Tribes and Seneca Tribe, which also had fee simple title in its land, from the allotments prescribed by the Dawes Act).
35 See Indian Country, U.S.A., Inc. v. Oklahoma, 829 F.2d 967, 978 (10th Cir. 1987) (discussing the progressive exclusion of tribal peoples from federal lands and courts).
1906, the Five Tribes Act authorized non-Indian purchase of all lands not allotted,\textsuperscript{38} and the Oklahoma Enabling Act was ratified later that year.\textsuperscript{39}

Allotment was a disaster for the Muscogee people. Historian Angie Debo wrote that allotment spurred “an orgy of plunder and exploitation probably unparalleled in American history.”\textsuperscript{40} Even before the allotment agreements were signed, “a vast number of [land] companies sprang into existence,” many “frankly organized for systematic and wholesale exploitation of the Indian through evasion or defiance of the law.”\textsuperscript{41} Discoveries of oil, on the Creek Nation and elsewhere in Indian Territory, only added to the fever of speculation.\textsuperscript{42}

Congress added to the despoliation by removing protections for the allottees. Although the United States had agreed that allotments to the Five Tribes would remain immune from taxation, foreclosure, or sale for between five and twenty-five years,\textsuperscript{43} Congress removed these restrictions for allottees with less than one-half Indian blood in 1908.\textsuperscript{44} The same act gave state courts authority to appoint white “guardians” who could administer and even sell allotments of minors and those of more than one-half Indian blood.\textsuperscript{45} Even when these guardians did not sell allotments outright, they charged exorbitant rates to their wards, sometimes as much as twenty to fifty percent of the value of the estate.\textsuperscript{46} Speculators, meanwhile, resorted to fraud, kidnapping, rape, and even murder, to obtain allottees’ land.\textsuperscript{47} When the 1908 statute was enacted, the Five Tribes possessed 15,800,000 acres of land; by 1935, they had lost all but 1,500,000 acres, almost ninety-five percent of their land.\textsuperscript{48}

Both the United States and the State of Oklahoma, moreover, immediately began illegally thwarting Muscogee governmental authority. Although Congress had earlier provided that the tribal government would

\textsuperscript{38} Five Tribes Act, Pub. L. No. 59-129 § 16, 34 Stat. 137, 143 (1906).
\textsuperscript{40} DEBO, supra note 26, at 91.
\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 117.
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 86-87.
\textsuperscript{43} See Five Tribes Act § 19 (restricting lands owned by full-bloods for twenty-five years); Act of June 30, 1902, Pub. L. No. 57-200, § 16, 32 Stat. 500, 503 (restricting allotments for five years, and homesteads for twenty-one years).
\textsuperscript{44} Act of May 27, 1908, Pub. L. No. 60-140, §§ 1, 4, 35 Stat. 312, 312-13.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. §§ 2, 6, 9.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 197 (describing the kidnapping and rape of a Creek minor to force her to relinquish her allotment, worth over $35,000, for merely $1,000); DEBO, supra note 26, at 181 (“[A] speculator who had obtained temporary control of large areas through legal or almost legal leases might now resort to forgery, kidnapping, or even murder to acquire permanent possession [of the land].”).
\textsuperscript{48} Hearings on H.R. 6234, supra note 46, at 196.
not continue past March 4, 1906, it reversed this position in the Five Tribes Act of 1906, providing that "the tribal existence and present tribal governments of the [Five Tribes] are hereby continued in full force and effect for all purposes authorized by law." Nevertheless, until losing in federal court in 1976, the Interior Department insisted that it had authority to appoint the principal chief of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, and refused to recognize its elected tribal council. Even after that, the Department insisted the tribe could not establish a court system until the U.S. Court of Appeals held otherwise in 1988.

Oklahoma, meanwhile, immediately asserted jurisdiction over the tribe and its members regardless of land status. The 1906 Oklahoma Enabling Act made clear that Oklahoma statehood should not be construed to limit or impair the rights of person or property pertaining to the Indians of said Territories (so long as such rights shall remain unextinguished) or to limit or affect the authority of the Government of the United States to make any law or regulation respecting such Indians, their lands, property, or other rights by treaties, agreement, law, or otherwise, which it would have been competent to make if this Act had never been passed.

Even where there is no reservation, restricted allotments are Indian country, and states have no jurisdiction over Indians there. Nevertheless, the state insisted that it could regulate Creek governmental activities even on such land the Tenth Circuit decreed otherwise in 1987. Until 1989, moreover, the state exercised criminal jurisdiction over tribal members on restricted tribal lands throughout Oklahoma with impunity and took several more

49 Act of Mar. 1, 1901, ch. 676, § 46, 31 Stat. 861, 872 ("The tribal government of the Creek Nation shall not continue longer than March fourth, nineteen hundred and six, subject to such further legislation as Congress may deem proper.")
51 Harjo v. Kleepe, 420 F. Supp. 1110 (D.D.C. 1976) (suing in federal court to halt the practice of the Interior Department's refusal to recognize, facilitate, or deal with a Creek national council as a coordinate branch of tribal government).
52 Muscogee (Creek) Nation v. Hodel, 851 F.2d 1439, 1446-47 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (holding that the Muscogee (Creek) Nation has the power to establish Tribal Courts with civil and criminal jurisdiction).
53 Act of June 16, 1906, Pub. L. No. 234, § 1, 34 Stat. 267, 267-68; see also Indian Country, U.S.A., Inc. v. Oklahoma, 829 F.2d 967, 979 (10th Cir. 1987) (describing this proviso as "a general reservation of federal and tribal jurisdiction over 'Indians, their lands, [and] property'").
55 Indian Country, 829 F.2d, at 967 (invoking the state of Oklahoma's attempts to regulate Indian tribe activity).
years to apply these decisions to the Five Tribes.\textsuperscript{57} Finally, it took three U.S. Supreme Court losses in the 1990s for Oklahoma to start following federal Indian law regarding taxation of tribal citizens.\textsuperscript{58} More recently, Oklahoma has had a more cooperative relationship with tribal nations, entering into hundreds of cooperative agreements to coordinate jurisdiction and services.\textsuperscript{59} But this relationship came at the end of a long history of state insistence that federal Indian law hardly applied in the state at all.

McGirt is only the latest step in this long journey to recover Muscogee sovereignty. The path to the decision was circuitous. The case did not begin with Mr. McGirt, but with a federal habeas challenge by Dwayne Murphy, a Creek citizen who had been on Oklahoma’s death row since 2000.\textsuperscript{60} After exhausting his remedies in state court, Mr. Murphy filed a federal habeas petition, arguing his state conviction was illegal because his crime was committed on the Creek Reservation.\textsuperscript{61} In 2017, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit agreed, and the Supreme Court granted certiorari.\textsuperscript{62} The Court heard arguments in Carpenter v. Murphy in 2018,\textsuperscript{63} but struggled to decide the case, first asking for supplemental briefing,\textsuperscript{64} and then holding the case over for reargument the following term.\textsuperscript{65}

Before scheduling reargument in Carpenter, the Court granted certiorari in McGirt, a pro se state habeas petition raising the same question. Justice Gorsuch, who recused himself in Carpenter,\textsuperscript{66} was able to participate in McGirt. The arguments were scheduled for April 21, 2020, but were


\textsuperscript{58} Okla. Tax Comm’n v. Chickasaw Nation, 515 U.S. 450 (1995) (holding that Oklahoma could not tax fuel sold by the Chickasaw Nation in Indian country but could impose an income tax on those who worked for the tribe but resided outside Indian country); Okla. Tax Comm’n v. Sac & Fox Nation, 508 U.S. 214 (1993) (holding that Oklahoma could not impose income taxes or motor vehicle taxes on tribal members who live in Indian Country); Oklahoma Tax Comm’n v. Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Okla., 498 U.S. 505 (1990) (holding that state could not tax sales of goods to tribe members but could collect taxes on sales to nonmembers).

\textsuperscript{59} McGirt v. Oklahoma, 140 S. Ct. 2452, 2481 (2020).

\textsuperscript{60} See Murphy v. State, 2002 OK CR 24, ¶ 1 & n.1, ¶¶63-64, 47 P.3d 876, 879 & n.1, 888 (affirming defendant’s death sentence).

\textsuperscript{61} Murphy v. Royal, 875 F.3d 896, 900-11 (10th Cir. 2017).

\textsuperscript{62} Royal v. Murphy, 138 S. Ct. 2026 (2018).

\textsuperscript{63} Transcript of Oral Argument, Carpenter v. Murphy, decided sub nom. Sharp v. Murphy, 140 S. Ct. 2412 (2020) (No. 17-1017).

\textsuperscript{64} Carpenter v. Murphy, 139 S. Ct. 626 (2018).


\textsuperscript{66} Id. The recusal was likely because Carpenter reviewed a decision from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, on which Justice Gorsuch sat until recently.
postponed due to COVID-19, and took place remotely on May 11. Finally, on July 9—two weeks after the official end of the Supreme Court term, and over a century since the end of allotment—Justice Gorsuch issued a five-four opinion affirming that the Creek Reservation still exists.

B. A Trail of Flawed Jurisprudence

*McGirt* may be the Supreme Court’s biggest reservation boundary decision, but it is not its first. The Court began struggling with the jurisdictional impact of allotment as early as 1894. In 1948, Congress codified this jurisprudence, providing that Indian country included “all land within the limits of any Indian reservation” including fee land and rights-of-way. The modern Court has decided eight cases on the reservation boundary question since 1962, holding that boundaries were unchanged in four cases, and were diminished or disestablished in four more. These decisions all agree that sale to non-Indians alone does not remove a parcel from the reservation, and that there must be “clear” or “unequivocal” evidence of congressional intent to diminish or disestablish its boundaries. But in applying this test, the Supreme Court has relied on flawed history and recited

---


68 United States v. Thomas, 351 U.S. 577 (1894) (upholding federal jurisdiction over a Chippewa citizen for a murder committed on school lands within a Reservation).


70 See *Nebraska v. Parker*, 577 U.S. 481 (2016) (holding that an 1882 Act did not diminish the Omaha Indian Reservation); *Solem v. Bartlett*, 465 U.S. 463 (1984) (holding that the 1906 Cheyenne River Act did not diminish the Cheyenne River Sioux reservation); *Matz v. Arnett*, 412 U.S. 481 (1973) (holding that the Klamath River Reservation was not terminated by the Act of June 17, 1893); *Seymour v. Superintendent of Wash. State Penitentiary*, 368 U.S. 351 (1962) (holding that the Colville Indian Reservation was not diminished by the Act of March 22, 1906).

71 See *South Dakota v. Yankton Sioux Tribe*, 522 U.S. 329 (1998) (holding that unallotted reservation lands that were opened for settlement by non-Indians were ceded to the United States); *Hagen v. Utah*, 510 U.S. 399 (1994) (holding that the Uintah Reservation was diminished by Congress when the land was opened to non-Indians); *Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. Kreid*, 430 U.S. 484 (1977) (holding that the language and legislative history of the Acts of 1904, 1907, and 1910 demonstrated a congressional intent to diminish the boundaries of the reservations); *DeCoteau v. Dist. Cnty. Ct.*, 420 U.S. 425 (1975) (holding that the 1891 Act diminished Indian tribe land).

72 See *Parker*, 577 U.S. at 485-88 (“[O]nly Congress can divest a reservation of land . . ., and its intent to do so must be clear.”) (citing *Solem*, 465 U.S. at 470) (internal quotations omitted); *Yankton Sioux Tribe*, 522 U.S. at 343 (holding that only Congress can alter the terms of an Indian treaty by diminishing a reservation but its intent to do so must be “clear and plain”); *Solem*, 465 U.S. at 470 (requiring Congress to provide a clear intent to diminish an Indian reservation); *DeCoteau*, 420 U.S. at 444 (stating congressional intent must be clear); *Matz*, 412 U.S. at 305 (“A congressional determination to terminate must be expressed on the face of the Act or be clear from the surrounding circumstances and legislative history.”).
“evidence” that has nothing whatsoever to do with congressional intent. This Section quickly outlines this jurisprudence and discusses why, until recently, the Court strayed so far from accepted rules of statutory interpretation.

Tribal interests won the first two reservation boundary cases, but lost the next two. In *Seymour v. Superintendent* (concerning the Colville Reservation) and *Mattz v. Arnett* (concerning the Klamath Reservation), unanimous Courts refused to find diminishment from statutes allowing unallotted lands to be sold to non-Indians, with the proceeds going to the tribes.73 But in *DeCoteau v. District County Court for Tenth Judicial District*, the Court held that the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux reservation was diminished by a statute that ratified an agreement by the tribe to “cede, sell, relinquish, and convey to the United States all the unallotted land within the reservation” after completing allotments, in exchange for a payment of $2.2 million.74 A dissent by Justice Douglas, with Justices Brennan and Marshall joining, noted that the same act included language that disestablished other reservations in far more absolute terms,75 and that the “tragedy” of the error was compounded because most of the tribe lived in the open area and the tribe was the major provider of governmental services there.76

Justice Rehnquist’s 1977 opinion in *Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. Kneip*77 was far more tragic for the course of the law.78 In a 1901 agreement, the tribe had agreed to “cede, surrender, grant, and convey to the United States all their claim, right, title, and interest in and to all that part of the Rosebud Indian Reservation now remaining unallotted,” in exchange for $1.04 million.79 The agreement was never ratified because Congress balked at paying this sum, and the tribe refused to consent to sell the land without a sum certain.80 Nevertheless, a 1904 act declared that it was ratifying the 1901 agreement, and that tribe did “cede, surrender, grant, and convey to the United States all their claim, right, title, and interest in and to all that part of the Rosebud Indian Reservation now remaining unallotted,” and the proceeds from any sales
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73 *Mattz*, 412 U.S. at 504-06; *Seymour*, 368 U.S. at 354-57.
74 *DeCoteau*, 420 U.S. at 439 n.22, 441.
75 *Id.* at 463 (Douglas, J., dissenting) (“Congress in the very Act that opened the instant reservation opened several other reservations also. But as respects them it used different language.”).
76 *Id.* at 464 (“The dimensions of the tragedy inflicted by today’s decision are made apparent by the facts pertaining to the management of this reservation.”).
79 *Rosebud*, 430 U.S. at 591 n.8.
80 *Id.* at 591, 593-94 (noting that the government refused to pay outright, and the majority of Indians refused to consent to a different form of payment).
would go to the tribe. The Court found the statute merely implemented the agreement, which everyone agreed would have diminished the reservation. It also held that later statutes, in 1907 and 1910, also diminished the reservation, even though these acts made no reference to the 1901 agreement, and only authorized sales as in Mattz and Seymour.

Rosebud did three things that diverted the Court from focusing on clear congressional intent and toward what Philip Frickey called “the common law of colonialism.” First, it reduced the importance of statutory text, by holding that even though the tribe had not agreed to cede the land, “cession” language in the 1904 act indicated diminishment, although the Court agreed that “[a]s a matter of strict English usage, petitioner is undoubtedly correct: ‘cession’ refers to a voluntary surrender of territory or jurisdiction.” Second, it allowed this agreement to diminish, formed at one time and never implemented, to control the effect of 1907 and 1910 statutes that did not refer to the agreement. And finally, the Court relied heavily on state exercise of jurisdiction of the territory to affirm its finding:

[The single most salient fact is the unquestioned actual assumption of state jurisdiction over the unallotted lands . . . . The longstanding assumption of jurisdiction by the State over an area that is over 90% non-Indian both in population and in land use, not only demonstrates the parties’ understanding of the meaning of the Act, but has created justifiable expectations which should not be upset by so strained a reading of the Acts of Congress as petitioner urges.]

Still, Rosebud referenced non-Indian expectations only to buttress what it had already concluded from the statutory text.

It took Solem v. Bartlett, a tribal win, to elevate Rosebud’s offhand reference to non-Indian expectations into an interpretive principle. The 1908 statute opening part of the Cheyenne River Sioux Reservation to non-Indian purchase followed the piecemeal sale/proceeds to the tribe pattern of the Seymour and Mattz wins, and lacked the absolute cession / lump sum / tribal
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agreement features of the *DeCoteau* and *Rosebud* losses. After a brilliant argument by Lumbee attorney Arlinda Locklear, the success of the tribal argument seemed assured. But Justice Marshall’s majority opinion did not rely on the statute and its history alone. Rather, it declared:

On a more pragmatic level, we have recognized that who actually moved onto opened reservation lands is also relevant to deciding whether a surplus land Act diminished a reservation. Where non-Indian settlers flooded into the opened portion of a reservation and the area has long since lost its Indian character, we have acknowledged that de facto, if not de jure, diminishment may have occurred.

This “subsequent demographic history” provided an “additional clue” as to congressional intent, and avoided “serious[] burdens” on state and local governments, or checkerboard jurisdiction for tribal governments. Although the demographics favored the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe in *Solem*, they weighed against tribes in subsequent decisions.

Why would the Court insert this poison pill into an opinion that could have been resolved on statutory language alone? Neither the petitioner nor the respondent proposed such a test, emphasizing instead statutory text, legislative history, and official treatment of the area. The Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe’s brief mentioned that the disputed area included the seat of the tribal government, that the population was mostly Indian, and that most of the tribal population lived there. But it did so only to illustrate its own interest in the dispute, and the potential negative consequences of holding the reservation diminished.

Only the U.S. Solicitor General, in a brief whose language and arguments clearly influenced the opinion, advocated for the fatal demographics factor. The solicitor’s brief asserted that “[i]n cases where the opened area of a Reservation was entirely—or almost entirely—sold off to non-Indian settlers . . . it may well be right to treat the Reservation as diminished.
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91 *Solem*, 465 U.S. at 471.
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93 See *Hagen v. Utah*, 510 U.S. 399, 421 (1994) ("Th[e] 'jurisdictional history,' as well as the [current demographics] demonstrated] a practical acknowledgment that the Reservation was diminished; a contrary conclusion would seriously disrupt the justifiable expectations of the people living in the area."); *Osage Nation v. Irby*, 597 F.3d 1117, 1127 (10th Cir. 2010) (stating that the "dramatic shift" in population of Osage County supported the finding that Congress had disestablished the Osage reservation); Laurence, supra note 78, at 403 (arguing that demographics can explain the Court’s willingness or reluctance to find diminishment).
today."95 Recognizing that all allotment acts resulted in extensive sales to non-Indians, the brief declared "[i]t is only when the Indian character of former tribal lands is wholly destroyed that it seems justifiable to sever the area from the Reservation."96

This test had no support from statutory text or legislative history, and was not discussed in oral argument, but clearly influenced the Solem opinion. Solem called the "[r]esort to subsequent demographic history... an unorthodox and potentially unreliable method of statutory interpretation," but declared that because "various factors kept Congress from focusing on the diminishment issue... the technique is a necessary expedient."97 The opinion immediately qualified the significance of such evidence, stating that "[w]hen both an Act and its legislative history fail to provide substantial and compelling evidence of a congressional intention to diminish Indian lands, we are bound... to rule that... the old reservation boundaries survived the opening."98 Nevertheless, two subsequent Supreme Court cases relied on this factor to confirm findings of diminishment from ambiguous language,99 as did several lower court cases.100

The negative impact of the demographics-character factor may have been unintentional. Solicitor General Rex Lee was a key figure in the Reagan administration's efforts to bring a conservative ideology to judicial decisions, and greatly raised the policymaking role of the Solicitor General's office.101 But on Indian law issues, his office appears to have generally intervened on the side of tribal sovereignty and against state jurisdiction,102 as it did in
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95 Brief for United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 20, Solem, 465 U.S. 460 (No. 82-1253) [hereinafter Amicus Brief for U.S., Solem v. Bartlett].
96 Id. at 21.
97 465 U.S. at 472 n.13.
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99 See South Dakota v. Yankton Sioux Tribe, 522 U.S. 139, 356 (1998) (relying on the fact that "fewer than 10 percent of the 1858 reservation lands are in Indian hands, [and] non-Indians constitute over two-thirds of the population" to support a finding of diminishment); Hagen v. Utah, 510 U.S. 399, 404-07, 420-21 (1994) (relying on evidence that the population of the area is approximately eighty-five percent non-Indian to support a finding of diminishment).
100 See Osage Nation v. Irby, 597 F.3d 1111, 1126-27 (10th Cir. 2010) (relying on this factor in part to find diminishment despite lack of statutory text); Oneida Nation v. Village of Hobart, 371 F. Supp. 3d 500, 519-20 (E.D. Wis. 2019), rev'd 965 F.3d 664 (7th Cir. 2020) (relying on this factor to hold that when lands passed into fee, the Oneida reservation was diminished); Yellowbear v. State, 174 P.3d 1270, 1282 (Wyo. 2008) (relying in part on demographics and Indian character to find the Wind River Reservation diminished).
Solem. Justice Marshall, who wrote the opinion, has one of the most consistently pro-tribal records on the modern Court, and indeed wrote a searing dissent in Rosebud. The modern impact factor was likely posited partly to distinguish Rosebud, although the text of the operative statutes at issue should have been sufficient to do that. It was also likely an effort to placate a growing number of justices who voted consistently against tribal interests when they clashed with state interests. Indeed, despite the unanimity of the final opinion, Chief Justice Burger and Justice O'Connor thought it was a close call in conference, and Justice Rehnquist would have voted for diminishment. But whatever the goal, the elevation of demographics, subsequent treatment, and general legislative history over statutory text contributed to an emerging Indian law jurisprudence allowing the Supreme Court, rather than Congress, to decide the scope of tribal sovereignty.

The Supreme Court decisively undermined the demographics and subsequent treatment factor in 2016. Nebraska v. Parker concerned whether an 1882 statute opening part of the Omaha Reservation to non-Indian purchase diminished the reservation. Less than two percent of the population in the opened area was Indian, no allotments remained in Indian ownership, and the tribe had exerted little governmental presence there until recently. But the statute took the form seen in Mattez, Solem, and Seymour, and textualism had become the watchword of the conservative members of


105 See also Laurence, supra note 78, at 403-04 (identifying non-Indian presence as an important factor for a growing segment of the Court).


107 See Laurence, supra note 78, at 394 (describing diminishment cases as part of a "pernicious method of diminishment of Indian reservations under federal common law, begun in the notorious Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe" (citing 435 U.S. 191 (1978))).
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the Court.\textsuperscript{111} In a rare unanimous pro-tribal opinion written by Justice Thomas (usually a stalwart against the tribal position),\textsuperscript{112} the Court ruled that the reservation remained intact.\textsuperscript{113}

Parker reaffirmed that “only Congress can divest a reservation of its land and diminish its boundaries,” and its intent to do so must be clear.\textsuperscript{114} “As with any other question of statutory interpretation,” moreover, statutory language was “of course” the “most probative evidence.”\textsuperscript{115} Without a “clear textual signal” supporting reservation diminishment, the surrounding history must “unequivocally reveal[] a widely held, contemporaneous understanding that the affected reservation would shrink.”\textsuperscript{116} Although the Court declared that the state’s evidence about demographics and non-Indian “justifiable expectations” was “compelling,” it held it did not give the Court license to rewrite congressional history.\textsuperscript{117}

McGirt challenged the Court’s commitment to both textualism and its own precedent in Parker. Ruling for the tribe wouldn’t affect a few thousand non-Indians in small-town Nebraska as in Parker, but hundreds of thousands in Tulsa and its surroundings.\textsuperscript{118} The Chief Justice, along with Justices Thomas, Alito, and Kavanaugh, dissented, finding ways to distinguish Parker and resurrect reliance on demographics.\textsuperscript{119} But Justice Gorsuch, writing for himself and Justices Ginsburg, Breyer, Kagan, and Sotomayor, gave an unqualified victory to the tribe.\textsuperscript{120}

Although the opinion broke little new legal ground, it is one of the most eloquent paean to tribal rights in the history of the Court. And it resoundingly rejected Solem’s “step three,” that demographics or subsequent treatment of the area could provide evidence of congressional intent.\textsuperscript{121} In part, this was simply an application of textualism to federal Indian affairs: “When interpreting Congress’s work in this arena, no less than any other, our charge is usually to ascertain and follow the original meaning of the law before
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\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 2482-89.
\textsuperscript{120} Id. at 2459 (majority opinion).
\textsuperscript{121} Id. at 2468-69. For a discussion of McGirt’s impact on the Solem test, see also Miller & Dolan, supra note 2.
us." 122 But it also suggested that it was not just improper but unjust for courts to undermine tribal rights when they became inconvenient:

Under our Constitution, States have no authority to reduce federal reservations lying within their borders. . . . [This would] leave tribal rights in the hands of the very neighbors who might be least inclined to respect them.

Likewise, courts have no proper role in the adjustment of reservation borders. . . . Congress sometimes might wish an inconvenient reservation would simply disappear. . . . But . . . saving the political branches the embarrassment of disestablishing a reservation is not one of our constitutionally assigned prerogatives. 123

The Court recognized that Congress could break—and had broken—its treaty promises to the Muscogee Nation. But where it had not clearly broken the promise of reservation boundaries, Justice Gorsuch wrote, “we hold the government to its word.” 124

II. UNDERSTANDING RESERVATION BOUNDARIES PAST

Although McGirt holds that demographics and subsequent treatment may not, without clear statutory text, result in diminishment, one must understand congressional history to determine congressional intent. Past decisions include several historical mistakes that could plague future boundary cases. This Part seeks to correct those mistakes. First, when Congress allotted reservations, it knew that reservation boundaries did not depend on tribal ownership and did not believe individual sales would change jurisdiction. Second, because of this, when Congress wanted to change reservation boundaries it included statutory language making this intent clear. And, finally, state and local exercises of jurisdiction provide no evidence of congressional intent, because such governments routinely broke the law.

A. Congress Knew Reservation Boundaries Did Not Depend on Tribal Ownership

Much of the Court’s reference to evidence that should have nothing to do with congressional intent stems from the misconception that “[t]he notion that reservation status of Indian lands might not be coextensive with tribal ownership was unfamiliar at the turn of the century.” 125 This assertion, made in Solem, appears to come from that same influential Solicitor General

122 McGirt, 140 S. Ct. at 2468.
123 Id. at 2462.
124 Id. at 2459.
brief. But both assertions incorrectly rely on decisions regarding “Indian country,” conflating Indian country with reservation status. This conflation is understandable in the modern era, when “Indian country” is a statutory catch-all including all reservations, as well as allotments and dependent Indian communities. But during the allotment period, Indian country and reservation meant different things, and reservation was the broader category. While courts had limited Indian country to tribally owned lands, “reservation” included lands that tribes did not own. When Congress enacted the Indian Country Act in 1948, it codified this understanding; it did not create it.

From the first days of the United States, jurisdiction was different in Indian country, but statutes did not make clear whether this was primarily a governmental and territorial term or one that turned on land ownership. The 1790 Trade and Intercourse Act, for example, referred to “any town, settlement or territory belonging to any nation or tribe of Indians,” as the place where special criminal jurisdiction applied. The terms “town” and “territory,” seem to refer to a governmental category, while “settlement” and “belonging to” might be read to refer to land ownership. The 1802 version of the Act emphasized the governmental categorization, referring repeatedly to the “boundary lines, established by treaty between the United States and Indian tribes.” More ambiguously, however, one section of the Act refers to lands “belonging, or secured by treaty with the United States.”

It was not until the 1830s, when the United States was forcing most tribes west, that Congress attempted a comprehensive definition. The 1834 Trade and Intercourse Act declared:

That all that part of the United States west of the Mississippi, and not within the states of Missouri and Louisiana, or the territory of Arkansas, and, also, that part of the United States east of the Mississippi river, and not within
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any state to which Indian title has not been extinguished, [shall] be taken and
deemed to be the Indian country.133

As in 1816, the text seemed to define two different categories of Indian
country, a broad one west of the Mississippi relying on governmental
boundary lines, and a narrower one east of the Mississippi relying on land
tenure. This was consistent with promises to tribes that if they moved west,
their territory would never be claimed by settlers and states. But within a few
decades, tribes were herded onto ever smaller territories, and states and
settlers had spread across the west. In 1877, the Supreme Court held in Bates
v. Clark that even in the west, in order to be Indian country, land must be
“not within any State,” and must be a place where “Indian title has not been
extinguished.”134 The United States, therefore, could not enforce its
prohibition on selling liquor to Indians in the Dakota Territory.135

But by this time, a new jurisdictional category had begun to emerge: the
reservation. Until the 1850s, “reservation” was not an Indian law term of art;
it was any land the United States had set apart for any purpose, public or
private.136 But when policymakers realized that settlers were overrunning
tribes on their western lands as they had in the east, they proposed a new
policy.137 Tribes would be confined in smaller territories, too small to support
them by hunting, where they could be forced to farm or starve.138 Within
these “reservations,” the United States pledged, tribes could find a
“permanent home” with “well-defined boundaries,”139 where “guarantees of
their treaty grants” would be “sacred and binding.”140 In these smaller
territories, the federal government would have authority to coerce and cajole
the residents toward assimilation.

Few of these reservations were Indian country as the Supreme Court
defined it in Bates. Most tribes had been forced from their original
homelands, so reservations were rarely places where original “Indian title

133 Act of June 30, 1834, ch. 161, § 1, 4 Stat. 729, 729.
134 95 U.S. 204, 207-09 (1877).
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and public salt licks. See, e.g., Act of Mar. 1, 1817, ch. 22, 3 Stat. 347-347 (granting the Secretary of
the Navy power to take control of any land with naval timber); Edwards’ Lessee v. Darby, 25 U.S.
206, 211 (1827) (upholding a statute concerning veterans’ lands that reserved salt licks for public use).
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ha[d] not been extinguished."141 Treaties after 1834, moreover, often included provisions that individual Indians could acquire individual ownership of sections of land within the reservation, ending tribal title to the land.142 In the same period, many territories gained statehood, so that most reservations were now within state boundaries. If the federal government did not have jurisdiction over these lands—and thus could not, for example, enforce liquor, trading, and criminal rules—key aspects of the reservation plan for assimilation would be thwarted.143

After Bates, Congress quickly retreated from the 1834 definition of Indian country. In 1878, Congress published the first comprehensive publication of federal statutes.144 The compilation included most existing Indian affairs statutes.145 But it excluded the Indian country statute,146 and the revision expressly declared that all earlier acts and parts of acts not contained in the revision "are hereby repealed."147 It is hard to avoid the impression that the omission of the Indian country statute was a reaction to Bates. In 1879, a federal district court interpreted it that way: United States v. Leathers relied on the repeal to hold that although a Nevada reservation did not meet the 1834 definition of Indian country, it should nevertheless be treated as Indian country.148 In 1882, Congress discussed creating a new statutory definition of Indian country but decided not to in part because of Leathers' holding that reservations were already Indian country.149

Rather than enacting a new Indian country statute, Congress began tying federal Indian affairs statutes to reservations instead of, or in addition to, Indian country. In 1882, Congress amended part of the Indian trader laws to provide that they would apply not only in "Indian country," but also "on any Indian reservation."150 An 1884 Act declared that earlier statutes regarding liquor sales in "Indian country" would not prevent prosecutions for those
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providing liquor to "Indians upon or belonging to any Indian reservation."\textsuperscript{151} Most important, in 1885, when Congress enacted the Major Crimes Act, which authorized federal prosecution of crimes between Indians for the first time, it used the term "Indian reservation" rather than "Indian country" to describe the scope of its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{152} When Congress enacted the General Allotment Act in 1887, moreover, it provided that "reservations," rather than "Indian country," were where allotments would take place.\textsuperscript{153}

The Supreme Court quickly affirmed that the older definition of Indian country did not limit jurisdiction on reservations. The first cases concerned the Major Crimes Act. First, in 1894, in United States v. Thomas, the Supreme Court upheld federal prosecution of a murder committed on reservation lands set aside for state school purposes, holding that jurisdiction existed "independently of any question of title."\textsuperscript{154} Then, in United States v. Celestine, the Court declared that "when Congress has once established a reservation all tracts included within it remain a part of the reservation until separated therefrom by Congress,"\textsuperscript{155} upholding a federal prosecution on the Tulalip Reservation. In the same period, both the Supreme Court and lower courts upheld tribal and federal jurisdiction over non-Indians on non-Indian owned land within reservation boundaries.\textsuperscript{156}

In 1912, however, in United States v. Clairmont, the Supreme Court held that where a statute explicitly tied jurisdiction to "Indian country," the Bates definition controlled, even within reservations.\textsuperscript{157} But the following year, United States v. Donnelly implicitly repudiated Clairmont, applying the Indian Country Crimes Act to the Klamath Reservation, stating that "in our judgment, nothing can more appropriately be deemed 'Indian country,' ... than a tract of land that, being a part of the public domain, is lawfully set
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apart as an Indian reservation." The same year, in *United States v. Sandoval*,
the Court held that all lands set aside for tribal nations constituted “Indian
country” for purposes of the liquor laws, and it did not matter that the lands
were held in fee. Later, in *United States v. McGowan*, the Court declared
that despite the 1834 definition, the Court must consider changes in federal
Indian policy, and the liquor laws should apply to the “Reno Indian colony”
even though it was not a formal reservation.

When Congress enacted 18 U.S.C. § 1151 in 1948, it codified both the
broad judicial definitions of reservation, and the broad inclusion of other land
within the definition of Indian country. The Reviser’s Note declares:

Definition is based on latest construction of the term by the United States
Supreme Court in *U.S. v. McGowan*, 58 S. Ct. 286, 302 U.S. 535, following
U.S. v. Sandoval, 34 S. Ct. 1, 5, 231 U.S. 28, 46. (See also Donnelly v. U.S.,
33 S. Ct. 449, 228 U.S. 243; and Kills Plenty v. U.S., 133 F.2d 292, certiorari
denied, 1943, 63 S. Ct. 1172).

(The Kills Plenty case mentioned in the Reviser’s Note held that fee land
within the Rosebud Sioux Reservation was Indian Country subject to federal
criminal jurisdiction.) Together, the cases cited stand for the proposition
that reservations do not depend on land tenure, and that federal Indian affairs
jurisdiction exists in all federal Indian territories, even if not designated as
reservations.

*Solem*, in other words, got it backwards when it said “[o]nly in 1948 did
Congress uncouple reservation status from Indian ownership.” Reservation
status had never required Indian ownership, and Congress and courts had
recognized that since the allotment period. Although the 1834 statute still
haunted the definition of “Indian country,” Congress had repealed that
definition, and the Supreme Court had held it should no longer apply. In
1948, therefore, Congress did not change the definition of Indian country or
reservation, it simply made clear that the judicial interpretations of
congressional intent were correct.
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B. When It Wanted to Change Reservation Boundaries, Congress Used Clear Statutory Language to Do So

Some of the most mischief in application of the reservation boundary test comes from the judicial assumption that "the surplus land Acts themselves seldom detail whether opened lands retained reservation status or were divested of all Indian interests." In fact, when Congress wanted to change reservation boundaries, it used statutory language showing this intent. In doing so, it was drawing on a century of land cession treaties that expressly changed the boundaries of tribal territories. Given congressional awareness of the increasing importance of reservation boundaries for federal jurisdiction, it would be odd if it discarded this tradition during the allotment era.

First, the Congress that enacted the Dawes Allotment Act was clear that reservation boundaries should remain despite allotment. The Dawes Act reflected a "policy of gradualism," under which Indians would be assimilated under federal protection and control. Terminating reservations would terminate federal authority in the territory. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, therefore, insisted that despite allotment "[t]he lines of the reservations should also be maintained, so that the government can retain its control over them." Similarly, Senator Dawes and his supporters agreed, "[e]ach change in the reservation’s borders would have to be approved by the Indians." The Dawes Act itself, therefore, provides a separate procedure to change reservation boundary lines:

[A]t any time after lands have been allotted to all the Indians of any tribe as herein provided, or sooner if in the opinion of the President it shall be for the best interests of said tribe, it shall be lawful for the Secretary of the Interior to negotiate with such Indian tribe for the purchase and release by
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said tribe . . . of such portions of its reservation not allotted as such tribe shall . . . consent to sell.\textsuperscript{169}

Of course—like earlier plans for tribal extinction—allotment failed miserably, but this only increased federal insistence that allotment did not change jurisdiction. Far from becoming landowning farmers, allottees lost their land in huge numbers. Within a few decades, allotted Indians had “drift[ed] toward complete impoverishment” and many were “totally landless.”\textsuperscript{170} In response, the Indian Department made clear that allotment and citizenship did not end federal guardianship.\textsuperscript{171} The Supreme Court, which had initially resisted federal exercises of jurisdiction over allotted Indians\textsuperscript{172} soon agreed, holding in 1909 that “[t]he act of 1887 . . . clearly does not emancipate the Indians from all control, or abolish the reservations.”\textsuperscript{173}

Although Congress also wanted to make reservation land available for non-Indian settlement, it did so primarily through separate land cession agreements that clearly shrank reservation boundaries. As historian Frederick Hoxie points out, although courts and scholars often say that tribal land holdings went from 138 million acres to 48 million acres during the allotment period,\textsuperscript{174} sixty percent of tribal land lost during the allotment period was due to these large land cessions.\textsuperscript{175}

Congress used a variety of terms to make intent to diminish clear. As the Supreme Court has noted, the dominant language is to provide tribes with a fixed sum from the United States, in exchange for either agreeing to cede all its interests in a defined area, abolishing their reservations, or restoring the area to the “public domain.”\textsuperscript{176} For example, an 1888 statute provided that Montana tribes would “cede and relinquish to the United States all their right, title, and interest in and to all the [ceded] lands . . . reserving to themselves

\textsuperscript{169} Act of Feb. 18, 1887, ch. 119, § 5, 24 Stat. 388, 389.
\textsuperscript{170} Readjustment of Indian Affairs: Hearings on H.R. 7902 Before the H. Comm. on Indian Affs., 73d Cong. 15, 17 (1934) (statement of Commissioner John Collier).
\textsuperscript{171} Hoxie, supra note 166, at 235-36.
\textsuperscript{172} United States v. Heff, 197 U.S. 488, 509 (1905) (reversing conviction under liquor laws on grounds that once an Indian had received a patent to his allotment, the United States could no longer exercise guardianship over him). The Court formally repudiated Heff in United States v. Nica, 241 U.S. 591, 601 (1916), declaring that “reevaluating the question in the light of other provisions in the [Dawes] act and of many later enactments clearly reflecting what was intended by Congress, we are constrained to hold that the decision in that case is not well grounded, and it is accordingly overruled.”
\textsuperscript{173} United States v. Celestine, 215 U.S. 278, 287 (1909) (quoting Eells v. Ross, 64 F. 417, 420 (9th Cir. 1893)); see also United States v. Sandoval, 231 U.S. 28, 46 (1913) (“Congress, in pursuance of the long-established policy of the government, has a right to determine for itself when the guardianship which has been maintained over the Indian shall cease.”).
\textsuperscript{174} COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 137, §1.04.
\textsuperscript{175} Hoxie, supra note 166, at 44.
\textsuperscript{176} Nebraska v. Parker, 136 S. Ct. 1072, 1079-80 (2016).
only the reservation herein set apart for their separate use and occupation.”177 The 1889 act dividing the Great Sioux Nation into seven separate reservations specified that “all the lands ... outside of the separate reservations herein described are hereby restored to the public domain” and that the act was a “release of all title on the part of the Indians,” in exchange for three million dollars.178 In 1891, Congress diminished the Fort Berthold Reservation with an agreement to “cede ... their right, title, and interest” to land outside certain boundaries, declaring it “the policy of the Government to reduce to proper size existing reservations when entirely out of proportion to the number of Indians existing thereon,” in exchange for $800,000 over ten years.179 An 1892 statute declared that the northern half of the Colville Reservation was “vacated and restored to the public domain, notwithstanding any [law] whereby the same was set apart as a reservation,”180 implementing an 1891 agreement to pay the tribes $1.5 million in exchange.181

Although Congress was less exacting about paying tribes a sum certain for their lands after Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock held that tribal consent was not necessary to abrogate treaties,182 it still made intent to diminish explicit. For example, a 1904 statute regarding the Red Lake Reservation shifted from paying a lump sum to paying the proceeds of land sales, but declared that the tribe agreed to “cede, surrender, grant, and convey ... all their claim, right, title, and interest in and to all that part of the Red Lake Indian Reservation” within certain boundaries, and to “remove to the diminished reservation within six months after the ratification of this agreement.”183 A 1906 Act ratifying a 1901 agreement maintained the payment of $537,000 to the Klamath Tribe in exchange for agreeing to “cede, surrender, grant, and convey to the United States all their claim, right, title, and interest in and to all that part of the Klamath Indian Reservation lying between the boundaries” of its treaty reservation and an erroneous 1888 survey.184 In fact, as McGirt noted, the Supreme Court has never found diminishment in the absence of clear text.185

177 Act of May 1, 1888, ch. 233, art. II, 25 Stat. 113, 114.
180 Act of July 1, 1892, ch. 140, § 1, 27 Stat. 62, 63.
181 Antoine v. Washington, 420 U.S. 194, 197-98 (1975) (discussing the statutory implementation of the agreement and subsequent payment to the Colville people).
183 Act of Feb. 20, 1904, Pub. L. No. 58-23, art. 1, 33 Stat. 46, 48; see also United States v. Jackson, 853 F.3d 436, 444-45 (8th Cir. 2017) (stating that the absence of terms like “cede, surrender, grant, and convey,” in the 1905 Act, unlike the 1904 Act, where diminishment was found, showed a lack of Congressional intent to diminish).
185 Hagen and Rosebud found diminishment based on statutes or agreements proposed but never implemented, thereby relying on official text, albeit in ways that appear to violate the clear intent rule. See Hagen v. Utah, 510 U.S. 399, 422 (1994) (Blackmun, J., dissenting); see also Rosebud Sioux
The Supreme Court is also right that Congress did not intend diminishment when it "merely opened reservation land to settlement and provided that the uncertain future proceeds of settler purchases should be applied to the Indians' benefit."186 This is clear in the language of the 1887 Dawes Act itself, which allowed any allotment to be sold to non-Indians after twenty-five years, but created a separate procedure "to negotiate with such Indian tribe for the purchase and release by said tribe . . . of such portions of its reservation not allotted as such tribe shall . . . consent to sell."187 The second procedure was necessary to diminish a reservation.

The difference between allotment and diminishment was evident in the history before the Court in McGirt. In 1893, Congress authorized a commission to negotiate with the Five Tribes for the "cession . . . to the United States, or . . . the allotment and division of the same in severality among the Indians of such nations . . . ."188 Cession and purchase was preferable—it would have "immeasurably simplified" the Commission's work, "saved incalculable expense," and created huge advantages with respect to the "mineral resources, developed and undeveloped," in the tribes' lands.189 After finding "unanimity among the people against the cession of any of their lands to the United States," however, the commission early on "abandoned all idea of purchasing any of it and determined to offer them equal division of all their lands."190

Congress knew that allotting land to tribal citizens was different from purchasing parts of a reservation outright. Allotment changed land tenure but did not end the special legal status of the land and tribal rights within it. Throughout the allotment period Congress enacted statutes showing it could make that distinction clear.

---

C. Historical State Exercise of Jurisdiction Means Nothing, Because States Regularly Broke the Law

*McGirt* finally ended the practice of relying on historical exercises of state jurisdiction as evidence of reservation diminishment. Since at least *DeCoteau*, states have vociferously argued that because they historically exercised jurisdiction in ways inconsistent with reservation status, the reservation must have been diminished. But as *McGirt* pointed out, there is “no case in which this Court has found a reservation disestablished without first concluding that a statute required that result.”\(^{191}\) Doing so, the Court continued, would only serve to allow states and courts to finish work Congress has left undone, usurp the legislative function in the process, and treat Native American claims of statutory right as less valuable than others. None of that can be reconciled with our normal interpretive rules, let alone our rule that disestablishment may not be lightly inferred and treaty rights are to be construed in favor, not against, tribal rights.\(^{192}\)

This Section shows why relying on jurisdictional history is wrong not just as a matter of interpretation, but as a matter of history, showing that for generations after allotment, states regularly exercised jurisdiction in ways that are now clearly illegal.

Again, the actions of Oklahoma exemplify this history. Oklahoma's briefs in *McGirt* relied heavily on its exercise of criminal jurisdiction over Creek citizens within the reservation borders as evidence of diminishment.\(^{193}\) But, as the Court noted, Indian country includes not just reservations but also Indian allotments.\(^{194}\) “Despite this direction,” the Court continued, “Oklahoma state courts erroneously entertained prosecutions for major crimes by Indians on Indian allotments for decades, until state courts finally disavowed the practice in 1989.”\(^{195}\)

But the *McGirt* opinion did not show how much Oklahoma's illegal exercise of jurisdiction flew in the face of judicial decisions, some even by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court first held that restricted allotments were Indian country in 1914\(^{196}\) and applied this rule to Oklahoma in *United States v. Ramsey*, a case involving an Osage allotment, in 1926.\(^{197}\) Even after *Ramsey*, however, Oklahoma continued to prosecute Indians on allotments, and the

---

192 Id.
193 Brief for Respondent at 16–21, McGirt, 140 S. Ct. 2452 (No. 18-9526).
194 140 S. Ct. at 2470 (citing 18 U.S.C. § 1151(c)).
195 Id. at 2470–71 (citing State v. Kildt, 782 P.2d 401, 404 (Okla. Crim. App. 1989)).
197 See United States v. Ramsey, 271 U.S. 467, 471–72 (1926) (holding that a restricted Osage allotment was Indian country).
Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals upheld the practice in 1936.\textsuperscript{198} And although the state court held such jurisdiction illegal with respect to Osage in 1989,\textsuperscript{199} state officials continued to assert power to prosecute citizens of the Five Tribes on restricted allotments until the Oklahoma courts stopped them three years later.\textsuperscript{200} The United States Department of Justice, meanwhile, continued to insist it lacked jurisdiction on restricted allotments in Oklahoma until the Tenth Circuit held otherwise in 1992.\textsuperscript{201} In other words, for almost a century after allotment, the state was exercising jurisdiction where it should not have, and the federal government was refusing to exercise jurisdiction where it should have, despite more than half a century of Supreme Court precedent. Ample evidence indeed of “the perils of substituting stories for statutes.”\textsuperscript{202}

The \textit{Ramsey} case also illustrates state and federal disregard of Indian rights. The case was the first federal prosecution of the white Oklahomans who conspired to kill dozens of Osage Indians to obtain the oil rights in their allotted land.\textsuperscript{203} The federal government initially refused to investigate, forcing the Osage Nation to spend thousands to investigate themselves.\textsuperscript{204} The United States finally took up the case only after the scandal threatened J. Edgar Hoover’s leadership of the FBI.\textsuperscript{205} Given the lawlessness of the state system, federal officials decided it would be “not only useless but positively dangerous” to try the case in state court.\textsuperscript{206} Even in federal court, despite the presence of an eyewitness to the murders, it took two trials to convict the defendants, and the second jury would not sentence the defendants to death.

Nebraska’s actions leading to \textit{Nebraska v. Parker} provide another example. In \textit{Parker} as in \textit{McGirt}, the state’s case rested partly on its alleged “longstanding exercise of jurisdiction” in the disputed western corner of the reservation.\textsuperscript{207} But, as in Oklahoma, Nebraska had for many decades asserted jurisdiction over Indians on the entire reservation, not simply the disputed portion.\textsuperscript{208} This jurisdiction was not based on reservation boundaries, but on the belief that by making allottees “subject to the laws, both civil and criminal,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{199} State v. Klinkt, 782 P.2d 401, 403-04 (Okla. Crim. App. 1989).
\item \textsuperscript{201} United States v. Sands, 968 F.2d 1058, 1062-63 (10th Cir. 1992).
\item \textsuperscript{202} McGirt v. Oklahoma, 140 S. Ct. 2452, 2470 (2020).
\item \textsuperscript{204} \textit{Id}. at 118-19.
\item \textsuperscript{205} \textit{Id}. at 120.
\item \textsuperscript{206} \textit{Id}. at 214.
\item \textsuperscript{207} Brief for Petitioners at 31-33, \textit{Nebraska v. Parker}, 577 U.S. 481 (2016) (No. 14-1406).
\end{itemize}
of the State of Nebraska” the 1882 Act removed the Omahas’ protection from state jurisdiction.209 This position was inconsistent with several Supreme Court decisions,210 including two involving Nebraska itself. First, in 1911, the Court held that the 1882 act did not remove federal jurisdiction over an Omaha Indian on his allotment.211 In 1945, in *Rice v. Olson*, the Supreme Court reversed a state conviction of a Winnebago man after Nebraska made this argument about identical language in the 1887 Dawes Act.212 Despite these decisions, Nebraska sporadically exercised jurisdiction throughout the Omaha reservation until the 1970s.213

Indeed, as the Court noted in *McGirt*, “Oklahoma is far from the only State that has overstepped its authority in Indian country. Perhaps often in good faith, perhaps sometimes not, others made similar mistakes in the past.”214 After allotment, states throughout the country exercised jurisdiction over Indians in ways that today clearly violate federal Indian law.215 These states relied, like Nebraska, on arguments that after receiving their allotments Indians became citizens subject to state law216 and, like Oklahoma, on arguments that allotments held in fee were no longer part of reservation, even if they were within reservation boundaries.217 Even Felix Cohen, in the 1941 edition of the *Handbook of Federal Indian Law*, concluded that although the issue was “questionable,” the “weight of authority” was that land held by an Indian in fee within a reservation was “not ‘Indian country’ within the

---

209 *Id.* at 16.

210 Seymour v. Superintendent of Wash. State Penitentiary, 368 U.S. 351, 356 (1963) (holding allotment did not subject Indians to state jurisdiction on fee land); United States v. Rice, 241 U.S. 591, 600 (1916) (holding that the Burke Act language was “to be taken with some implied limitations, and not literally” and did not remove trust protection from allotted Indians).

211 *Hallowell v. United States*, 221 U.S. 317, 324 (1911) (holding that the 1882 Act did not remove federal liquor jurisdiction over an Omaha who had received an allotment, but not deciding the Indian country question).

212 *Rice v. Olson*, 324 U.S. 786, 790-91 (1945) (reversing conviction and stating in dicta that case law cast significant doubt on state’s assertions); *Brief for Respondents at 18-19*, *Rice*, 324 U.S. 786 (No. 391).


215 See *Brief for Respondents*, * supra* note 212, at 19-21 (discussing cases from Kansas, Idaho, North Dakota, and Oregon).

216 See *State v. Big Sheep*, 243 P. 1067, 1070-71 (Mont. 1926) (“[A]n Indian who has obtained patent in fee to his allotment . . . is subject to the civil and criminal laws of the state of Montana.”).

217 See *Louie v. United States*, 274 F. 47, 49 (9th Cir. 1921) (“The fact that the land was situate [sic] within the limits or boundaries of an Indian reservation is immaterial, because the allottee of the fee-simple patent was expressly declared to be subject to the laws of the state within which the land is situated.”); *State v. Johnson*, 249 N.W. 284, 287 (Wis. 1933) (“[T]he correct rule, supported by sound reason and the weight of authority, is that the state courts have jurisdiction to try Indians for offenses committed upon fully patented lands even though such lands are located within the exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation . . . .”).
meaning of federal penal statutes.” Supreme Court decisions contradicted all of these positions, but state and federal officials continued to assert them until the Indian Country Act of 1948, and sometimes beyond.

As McGirt declared, these widespread illegal actions, in good faith or not, “only underscore[,] further the danger of relying on state practices to determine” federal law. States regularly exercised jurisdiction over Indians within agreed-upon reservations, and on other land that is clearly outside their jurisdiction. Even in the face of contrary Supreme Court holdings, they continued to do so until they lost cases involving the particular reservation and land at issue (and sometimes, as in Oklahoma and Nebraska, even then). If such actions decided modern reservation status, historical lawbreaking would become modern lawmaking.

III. WHAT THE COURT GETS WRONG ABOUT MODERN NON-INDIAN COMMUNITIES IN RESERVATIONS

Why did the Supreme Court create a test that, until McGirt and Parker, encouraged departure from normal rules of statutory construction and treaty interpretation, and instead relied on historical mistakes, demographics, and illegal state action? Why has the Court repeatedly granted certiorari to reconsider so many reservation boundary rulings in favor of Indian tribes? The answer lies in a series of misconceptions about the present impact of reservation status on non-Indians, some repeated by the Justices themselves. This Part tries to clear up the three main misconceptions. It shows first, that affirming reservation boundaries does not mean that tribes own the land; second, that reservation status has little effect on jurisdiction over non-Indians on the reservation; and third, that affirming reservation status will not harm, and may even benefit, non-Indian communities.

A. Affirming a Reservation Does Not Mean Tribes Own the Land

If you understand Indian law, the reality seems obvious: reservation status does not affect land ownership. Reservation status is so important because it is a jurisdictional category that does not depend on who owns the land. And no law anywhere says that tribes can claim ownership of land just because it is within a reservation.

219 See McGirt, 140 S. Ct. at 2471 (citing examples of improper state exercise of jurisdiction over Indians).
220 Id.
But prestigious speakers have encouraged this misconception. The “gray lady” herself, the New York Times, greeted the grant of certiorari in McGirt v. Oklahoma with this headline: Court Will Decide if Much of Oklahoma Belongs to the Indians. The paper changed the headline after receiving immediate criticism that it was inaccurate (and, with its anachronistic reference to “the Indians,” evoked an image of horseback warriors war-whooping through Oklahoma). In a less glaring error, after the Court granted certiorari in Carpenter v. Murphy, The New Republic published an article headlined The Grisly Murder that Could Turn Half Of Oklahoma Back into Tribal Lands. Even more startling, at oral argument in Carpenter, Justice Breyer, not necessarily an opponent of tribal interests, asked, “And now, if we say really this land, if that’s the holding, belongs to the tribe, what happens to all those people?” So while it should not need repeating, repeat I will: affirming reservation boundaries does not change land ownership.

B. Affirming a Reservation Does Not Change Jurisdiction Involving Non-Indians

The second misconception is that reservation status fundamentally changes jurisdiction in the area. We can return to the colloquy with Justice Breyer for an example of this assumption. After asking at oral argument, “what happens to all those people,” he continued, “[w]hat happens to all those laws?” The answer is that all those laws will stay the same, and most of them will be applied exactly as they have been before. Because trust lands and restricted allotments are already Indian country under federal law, reservation status affects only fee lands. On such lands states almost always have jurisdiction over non-Indians and tribes almost always lack it.

With respect to tribal jurisdiction, the modern Court has declared that tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians on fee land is “presumptively invalid.” To qualify for such jurisdiction, the dispute must either have a direct nexus with a consensual relationship between the non-Indian and the tribe or its

222 Adam Liptak, Supreme Court to Rule on Whether Much of Oklahoma Is an Indian Reservation, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 13, 2019) https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/13/us/supreme-court-oklahoma-indian-reservation.html [https://perma.cc/NU69-EWDX]. The headline was changed online after many tweeted critically about the heading, but the original headline can still be found at the bottom of the website.
225 Id. at 44:21-22.
citizens, or involve conduct that "threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic security, or the health or welfare of the tribe," Although the second exception might seem to encompass all actions within general police powers, the Supreme Court has repeatedly narrowed it.

Under this test, the Supreme Court has rejected tribal taxing jurisdiction over non-member activities on fee land, civil jurisdiction over personal injury suits arising on highways running through reservations, and zoning jurisdiction over fee land that was not within an enclosed tribal area preserved for subsistence and ceremonial activities. Although lower courts have sometimes upheld tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians, almost all of these cases arose on land owned by the tribe, its citizens, or the United States in trust for the tribe. On fee land, in contrast, tribal jurisdiction over non-members rarely exists absent congressional authorization, or a direct nexus to consensual relationships to tribal members. And this is only for civil jurisdiction—with respect to criminal jurisdiction, outside one narrow exception for non-Indians who live or work on reservations and abuse their intimate partners, criminal jurisdiction does not exist at all.
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230 See Plains Comm'rs Bank, 554 U.S. at 316 (stating that tribal jurisdiction must be necessary to protect tribal "political integrity," or at least protect tribal members from "noxious uses that threaten tribal welfare or security"). But see United States v. Cooley, 141 S. Ct. 1638, 1643 (2021) (applying the Montana direct effects exception without narrowing).
231 Atkinson Trading Co., 532 U.S. at 659.
233 Brendale v. Confederated Bands & Tribes of the Yakima Indian Nation, 492 U.S. 408, 430 (1989); see also Evans v. Shoshone-Bannock Land Use Pol'y Comm'n, 726 F.3d 1298, 1305-06 (9th Cir. 2013) (rejecting tribal zoning jurisdiction over fee land).
235 The major example of congressional authorization is the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA), which codifies exclusive tribal jurisdiction over foster care and adoption matters involving children on reservations who are citizens of Indian tribes or eligible for citizenship and biological children of tribal citizens. 25 U.S.C. §§ 1903, 1911. Because ICWA does not apply to custody disputes between parents, ICWA only enhances, and does not undermine, rights of non-Indian parents to maintain custody of their children. Id. § 1903.
236 See, e.g., Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217, 222-23 (1959) (holding state lacked jurisdiction over debt collection action regarding sale of goods on credit at non-Indians' store because it would interfere with the authority of tribal courts).
237 Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 435 U.S. 191, 212 (1978) ("Indian tribes do not have inherent jurisdiction to try and to punish non-Indians.")
in *United States v. Cooley*, the Supreme Court held that tribal police had the power to temporarily detain non-Indians on public roads for potential arrest by state or federal officers, but this is a rare and limited exception to the Court’s recent holdings.\(^{238}\)

State jurisdiction over non-Indians, in contrast, is presumptively valid. To preempt state jurisdiction over non-Indians, one must show that jurisdiction undermines tribal sovereignty or federal interests protected by federal law, and that state involvement with the on-reservation activity, or off-reservation effects on state interests, don’t outweigh the tribal and federal interests.\(^{239}\) Under this test, the Supreme Court has upheld jurisdiction over non-Indian activities even on tribal trust land, including by allowing imposition of state oil and gas severance taxes on tribally owned oil reserves\(^ {240}\) and cigarette taxes on cigarettes sold to non-Indians by tribally owned businesses.\(^ {241}\) Jurisdiction over non-Indians on fee lands in activities with lesser connections to tribes is even more unlikely.

On fee lands, moreover, states and local governments have jurisdiction to levy property taxes even on tribal citizens. Under the Burke Act of 1906 and similar acts governing Indian allotments, even Indians on reservations must pay state and local property taxes for fee land they own.\(^ {242}\) So while in *Carpenter v. Murphy*, opponents decried the impact reservation status would have on municipal property taxes, the ability to collect these taxes is, in fact, unchanged.

States arguing against reservation status also claim that despite the general rules favoring state jurisdiction, uncertainty about jurisdiction has substantial costs of its own. These arguments ignore the intergovernmental agreements those very states already have with tribes within their borders. According to the Conference of Western Attorneys General—whose members frequently sue tribes over jurisdiction—such agreements not only “resolve the core uncertainties” on jurisdiction, but often result in more effective service delivery.\(^ {243}\) The National Conference of State Legislatures


\(^{239}\) See *White Mountain Apache Tribe v. Bracker*, 448 U.S. 136, 143-45 (1980) ("[A] particularized inquiry into the nature of the state, federal, and tribal interests at stake, an inquiry designed to determine whether, in the specific context, the exercise of state authority would violate federal law.").

\(^{240}\) *Cotton Petroleum Corp. v. New Mexico*, 490 U.S. 163, 185-86 (1989).


\(^{243}\) CONFERENCE OF W. ATT’YS GEN., AMERICAN INDIAN LAW DESKBOOK § 14 (2020) [hereinafter DESKBOOK]. In settling a reservation boundary dispute between the Saginaw Chippewa Tribe and Michigan, for example, the parties negotiated jurisdictional agreements on child welfare, law enforcement, zoning, land use, natural resources, and taxation, which the district court declared provide “greater certainty and stability for the parties and their
agrees that intergovernmental agreements are often "the best way to provide services to these unique populations without wasting valuable resources on ineffective programs." With respect to taxation in particular (the focus of most state jurisdiction disputes) "[n]early every state that has Indian lands within its borders has reached some type of tax agreement with the tribes." These agreements "benefit both governmental entities by streamlining the tax collection process and facilitating compliance with state and tribal law."

It is, of course, ironic that tribal advocates have to rely on judicial divestiture of tribal jurisdiction and expansion of state jurisdiction to withstand judicial divestiture of reservation boundaries. Like the pre-McGirt reservation boundary cases, these cases are unmoored from prior jurisprudence, and stem instead from desires to protect perceived non-Indian interests over tribal interests. Like those reservation boundary cases, they also illegitimately allow "our least democratic branch," the Court, to "become our most enthusiastic colonial agent." Indeed, like those cases, they even originated from the same person, then-Associate Justice Rehnquist, who, in three opinions between 1976 and 1978, elevated the common law of colonialism in tribal jurisdiction, state jurisdiction, and reservation boundaries.

But because of those cases, with respect to non-Indians today, state and tribal jurisdiction largely remains the same regardless of reservation constituents."
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boundaries. As discussed in the next Section, while jurisdiction does change in some civil matters for tribal citizens and criminal matters for all Indians, this generally benefits all concerned. But to respond to Justice Breyer’s question, “What about all the laws?,” the answer is that they and their impact are virtually unchanged.

C. Non-Indian Communities Do Fine Within Reservation Boundaries

Although it may be hard for some to imagine non-Indian cities within reservation boundaries, they are actually fairly common. According to a 2015 analysis of 2010 census data by the National Congress of American Indians, there are 138 cities and towns within reservation boundaries outside the state of Oklahoma.252 Some of these are in areas that until recently were assumed to be outside reservations. These communities exist, and even flourish, despite and perhaps in part because of their reservation status.

The most striking example comes from Pender, Nebraska. In Nebraska v. Parker, the Supreme Court held that Pender and the area that surrounded it were within the Omaha Reservation. In its briefs, Nebraska asserted that if the Court affirmed reservation status it would “seriously disrupt” the community, and “the practical consequences will be profound.”253 The Supreme Court was moved by these assertions, declaring that “Petitioners’ concerns about upsetting the ‘justifiable expectations’ of the almost exclusively non-Indian settlers who live on the land are compelling.”254 Nevertheless, the Court held that these modern concerns were legally irrelevant to what Congress had done in the 1882 allotment act.255

It is five years since the Court’s decision, and the “profound” practical consequences are nowhere to be found. Pender’s population took a hit after the Great Recession, and stayed flat through 2013.256 But it started to increase in 2014, the same year that the U.S. District Court first held the town to be within the reservation,257 and has grown further since the Supreme Court affirmed the decision.258 A 2018 news report declared that Pender was

253 Brief for Petitioner, supra note 207, at 20, 23.
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“[t]hriving when small-town America is shrinking.”259 Another noted that Pender recently opened a new community center, hospital clinic, and renovated hotel, leaving many wondering how a small town could pull off so many projects.260 COVID-19 reveals the deficiencies of many small town hospitals, but Pender Community Hospital received a Women’s Choice Award for obstetrics in 2020261 and was named a top 100 Critical Access hospital in 2019.262 There’s no evidence that reservation status contributed to Pender’s recent flourishing, but it certainly didn’t stop it.

A less well-known example comes from Tacoma, Washington. After a long disagreement, a 1989 settlement act declared that a large chunk of Tacoma, as well as several smaller non-Indian cities, was within the Puyallup Reservation.263 As with Pender, the affiliation of reservation status coincided with improvement in the city’s fortunes. After a long period of economic decline, Tacoma began to turn around in the early 1990s, driven by revitalization of the downtown and marina area that included the reservation.264 Today, Tacoma is “experiencing unprecedented growth,” becoming a center for private investment, higher education, and the arts.265 While reservation status was not the primary driver behind Tacoma’s economic and civic boom,266 tribal economic development has contributed to the city’s prosperity. With a casino, 400-slip marina, retail stores and gas


stations, as well as an oncology center fusing cutting edge science with traditional healing. The Puyallup Tribe was the seventh largest employer in Pierce County in 2019. It is also a major source of charitable giving. In 2019, for example, the tribe donated nearly four million dollars to local charities: almost two million dollars under its gaming compact with the state and an additional two million beyond its compact obligations.

Tacoma also profits and builds on its connection to the Puyallup Tribe. The University of Washington-Tacoma has long opened convocations with a Puyallup blessing, and in 2015 launched a program to “infuse Native ways of knowing into UW Tacoma teaching, learning and research.” The city government has also embraced its Puyallup connection, permanently installing the Puyallup Nation flag in the Tacoma City Council Chambers in 2018 and renaming the Puyallup River Bridge the Fishing Wars Memorial Bridge to commemorate the tribal struggle for treaty rights. In the same year, the city hosted thousands of attendees for the opening ceremonies of the annual Paddle to Puyallup, a multi-leg canoe journey celebrating the traditions of the Pacific Northwest tribes.

Across the country, tribal governments are valuable economic and governmental partners. Many tribes are the largest employers in their regions and are the lifeline of areas where manufacturing jobs have disappeared. The Oneida Indian Nation of New York, for example, is the

largest employer in central New York and turned around a region that had been in economic decline.276 The Tonto Apache Tribe similarly became the largest employer in Payson, Arizona, after the local lumber mill closed.277 In 2010, a federal settlement declared that the Saginaw Chippewa Reservation encompassed Mount Pleasant, Michigan as well as several smaller towns.278 Today, the tribe is the largest employer in Isabella County, outstripping even Central Michigan University.279 Non-Indian businesses also get direct federal tax benefits from operating on reservations, enjoying accelerated depreciation, economic empowerment zone credits, and other incentives.280

The intergovernmental cooperation spurred by reservation status also allows tribes to share the burden of service delivery. Native children are vastly overrepresented in child welfare systems, but tribal-state cooperation can help provide the culturally grounded, community-based support families and children need.281 In law enforcement, the Conference of Western Attorneys General reports that cross-deputization agreements between tribal and non-tribal police departments "can enhance the effectiveness of law enforcement."282

More broad-based evidence comes from studies of reservation communities under Public Law 280. As is the case on fee land outside reservations, states have full criminal jurisdiction over Indians on reservations subject to 280.283 A comprehensive federally-funded study found that Public Law 280 reservation residents rated police less available, slower in response time, culturally insensitive, and less able to provide community policing than those on non-280 reservations.284 The study also looked at reports from two reservations that ended their Public Law 280 status, mirroring the jurisdictional change after reservation boundaries are re-affirmed. On these reservations, respondents report that crime decreased, and

280 See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 137, § 21.02[4].
281 JOHNSON ET AL., supra note 244, at 72-75.
282 DESKBOOK, supra note 243, § 14:10.
policing, prosecutions, and community well-being all increased after retreating from state jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{285}

Again, the Muscogee (Creek) Nation is a stellar example of the benefits of cooperation with tribal nations. As its amicus brief explained, the Nation has three hospitals and six clinics serving the residents of its rural territory.\textsuperscript{286} Its Family Violence Prevention Program serves Indians and non-Indians alike, and is the only provider in much of the reservation.\textsuperscript{287} Its gaming operations employ over 2,000 Oklahomans, and its governmental services employ another 1,000.\textsuperscript{288} The Nation also coordinates with local governments to improve transportation infrastructure in its territory\textsuperscript{289} using its own funds and federal funds available to tribal nations to improve roads and bridges on the reservation.\textsuperscript{290}

Because \textit{McGirt} arises from a question of criminal jurisdiction, the role of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation in law enforcement is particularly striking. The Nation’s Police Department, the Lighthorse, has cross-deputization agreements with the state and virtually all the counties and municipalities within its reservation and is frequently asked to partner with them in pursuing both Indian and non-Indian lawbreakers.\textsuperscript{291} It did so in spectacular fashion just days before the Creek Nation submitted its amicus brief in \textit{McGirt}, using K-9 units and tracks in the snow to capture a non-Indian wanted for two murders.\textsuperscript{292}

Affirming reservation boundaries will make this cooperation easier and bring additional resources to law enforcement. Before \textit{McGirt}, whether the state or federal and tribal governments had criminal jurisdiction over Indians depended on who owned the land.\textsuperscript{293} The Supreme Court has acknowledged that this kind of "crazy quilt" or "checkerboard" jurisdiction is terrible for law

\textsuperscript{285} Id. at 457-59.
\textsuperscript{286} Brief for Amicus Curie Muscogee (Creek) Nation in Support of Petitioner at 38-39, \textit{McGirt} v. Oklahoma, 140 S. Ct. 2452 (2020) (No. 18-9526) [hereinafter Muscogee Brief].
\textsuperscript{287} Id. at 39.
\textsuperscript{289} Muscogee Brief, \textit{supra} note 286, at 38.
\textsuperscript{290} \textit{Id.}; see also, e.g., Press Release, The Muscogee (Creek) Nation, Muscogee (Creek) Nation Completes $734K Improvement on Public Intersection (Nov. 14, 2019), https://muscogeenation.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/MCN-Transportation-Department-Project-Mission-Road.pdf [https://perma.cc/EC6Z-TUPH] (describing the completion of a project in partnership with Oklahoma state to improve a public intersection using federal funds available through the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and Tribal Transportation Program (TTP) funding).
\textsuperscript{291} Muscogee Brief, \textit{supra} note 286, at 37.
\textsuperscript{292} Id. at 38.
\textsuperscript{293} 18 U.S.C. § 1151 (providing jurisdiction on reservations regardless of land ownership, but jurisdiction on allotments outside reservations "the Indian titles to which have not been extinguished").
enforcement.\(^\text{294}\) Amnesty International, investigating the crisis of sexual violence against Native women, found that "\(\text{[i]}\)n Oklahoma, confusion around jurisdictional boundaries means it is not always immediately clear whether a case should be prosecuted by a tribal prosecutor, a federal prosecutor or a state prosecutor . . . . [C]ourts may take years to determine whether the land in question is tribal or not."\(^\text{295}\) Now that reservation status is accepted, jurisdiction is clear, regardless of land status: the state has jurisdiction over non-Indians committing crimes against non-Indians,\(^\text{296}\) the tribe has criminal jurisdiction over all Indians, and certain non-Indians committing domestic violence,\(^\text{297}\) and the United States has jurisdiction over crimes between the Indians and non-Indians, as well as all felonies by Indians.\(^\text{298}\) Reservation status also makes the area eligible for federal funding for law enforcement in Indian country,\(^\text{299}\) adding fiscal resources to the governmental cooperation already occurring.

As the facts regarding the Muscogee (Creek) Nation show, it makes sense that non-Indian communities thrive after they are declared to be within reservations. Jurisdiction over non-Indians does not significantly change, and non-Indian communities gain valuable economic and governmental partners in tribal nations. While much of the opposition to reservation status comes from fear of its practical consequences, examples from Pender, Tacoma, and Mount Pleasant show those consequences to be, if anything, positive.

**CONCLUSION**

Litigation over reservation boundaries before *McGirt* has revolved around two sets of false assumptions—those about the past and those about the present. The assumptions about the past are that Congress did not know the significance of reservation boundaries when it allotted reservations and that


\(^{296}\) Draper v. United States, 164 U.S. 240, 242-43 (1896) ("[W]here a State was admitted into the Union, and the enabling act contained no exclusion of jurisdiction as to crimes committed on an Indian reservation by others than Indians or against Indians, the state courts were vested with jurisdiction to try and punish such crimes." (citing U.S. v. McBratney, 104 U.S. 621, 623-24 (1881))).

\(^{297}\) 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301(2), 1304.

\(^{298}\) 18 U.S.C. §§ 1152-1153.

states, in contrast, knew and scrupulously followed the rules governing jurisdiction in Indian country. The assumption about the present is that reservation status will have huge, disruptive consequences for the non-Indian communities within reservation borders. These two falsehoods generated the legal cover for judges who wished to elevate solicitude for non-Indian interests over their constitutional role.

This Essay shows why courts and the public should discard these falsehoods. By the time Congress was allotting reservations, the importance of reservation boundaries for jurisdiction was clear and statutory text differentiated between acts that diminished reservations and those that did not. States and the federal government, in contrast, repeatedly violated jurisdictional rules in Indian country, sometimes in the face of Supreme Court decisions on point. For modern day non-Indian communities, moreover, reservation status is not disruptive and often benefits tribal and non-tribal citizens alike. In the high-profile cases of Tacoma and Pender, reservation status actually coincided with improved fortunes, and throughout the country tribal governments contribute to the economies and social welfare of their surrounding communities.

And let us not forget why getting these determinations right is important. Allotment was one of many chapters in the United States' history of breaking promises to tribal nations and taking their land. It unleashed a wave of fraudulent, illegal, and even murderous actions by non-Indians to acquire even more. Within a few decades, it had impoverished Native people and decimated their communities. In the last fifty years, tribes have begun to rebuild, taking control over their governments and lifting up their communities in the process. But without reservation borders, that progress is stymied: tribal governments cannot govern in a coordinated way, and their citizens are vulnerable to having their children removed and their rights trampled by state and local governments.

The reservation boundary test was supposed to temper these historic injustices, preserve the faith of a sometimes faithless government, and protect tribal self-determination. Until McGirt v. Oklahoma, however, implementation often missed this goal, driven not by law but by perceived non-Indian interests and poorly understood history. As McGirt made clear, the Court's job is to interpret what Congress unambiguously did. It is not to assume the mantle of colonialism and decide what the Justices or states wish it had done, or even what Congress would have done had it been willing to more blatantly violate tribal rights. McGirt is a welcome step preserving tribal self-determination and undermining the common law of colonialism. This Essay, hopefully, contributes to this task, by showing how the past and present of reservation boundaries work together to serve the interests of all people within them.